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Oral Statement 

 

Chairman Issa, Ranking Minority Member Cummings, members of the Committee:  I thank you 

for the opportunity to testify about legal and policy problems associated with President Obama’s 

unprecedented “recess” appointments.  I am appearing today on my own behalf and not on 

behalf of either my law firm or any of our clients.  

President Obama's January 4 appointments of Richard Cordray as head of the CFPB and of 

three new members to the NLRB are unconstitutional.  These positions require Senate 

confirmation.  The President’s ability to fill them without securing that confirmation, using his 

constitutional “recess appointment” power depends entirely upon there actually being a recess.  

And the President's lawyers have always properly advised him that his recess appointment 

power can be constitutionally exercised only so long as the Senate is in “recess.”  However, 

both the House of Representatives -- and more particularly the Senate -- were open for 

business at the time the President made his “recess appointments”.   

In recent years, and especially during the President George W. Bush administration, the Senate 

has sought to block recess appointments by remaining "in session" on a pro forma basis.  But in 

circumstances where the Senate is not merely "in session" as a theoretical matter, but is 

actually conducting business – albeit on the basis of agreements that legislative measures can 

and will be adopted by "unanimous consent" without an actual vote – there can be no question 

that it is not in recess. 

Indeed, the Senate was operating pursuant to the same order governing the pro forma sessions 

in January as it was in December, when it passed President Obama's then highest legislative 

priority, a two month payroll tax holiday, which the President promptly signed.  If the Senate 

was, in fact, on recess, then its vote on this bill was defective, and the “law” is null and void.   

The President is, in effect, claiming an open-ended authority to determine when the Senate is in 

recess, despite that body's own judgment and the factual realities.  That is an astonishing and 

unprecedented usurpation.  It is not up to the President to decide whether the Senate is 

organized properly or working hard enough.  There is a great deal that’s at stake here.  To begin 

with, the President has done his new appointees and their agencies no favors.  Those 

individuals and businesses subject to NLRB and CFPB regulations and rulings adopted during 
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the tenure of Obama's recess appointees will challenge the legality of those measures in the 

courts, and will very likely succeed.  Until then, there will be massive regulatory uncertainty. 

Even more fundamentally, President Obama’s actions in this instance call into question, and 

place at risk, Congress’s own rights and prerogatives.  The most important one is the scope of 

Congress’s power to “determine the rules of its proceedings.”  Until now, it was always assumed 

that Congress alone could set the terms of its sessions and evaluate its own compliance with 

those rules.  President Obama’s “functionalist” approach strips this power from Congress, 

claiming that he may look past Congress’s own descriptions of its actions and determine for 

himself their legal effect.  This precedent, if allowed to stand, would empower presidents to cast 

doubt on nearly any congressional action and, in the process, will tip the Constitution’s balance 

of power between the political branches from Congress and toward the President.    

This is no small shift.  Until now, the President’s power over Congress’s acts has been limited.  

While the President does participate in the legislative process, his ability to block legislation by 

casting a veto has never been an absolute one.  Presidential vetoes can and have been 

overridden by veto-proof majorities in both Houses.   

But under President Obama’s approach, the President might, for example, take the position that 

any legislation which passed without a quorum in the Senate (and much of Senate’s legislative 

business is done without a quorum or, for that matter, even without a vote being taken, by 

“unanimous consent”) was unlawful and could be disregarded with impunity.   

Another area in which the President’s ability to determine for himself when Congress is in 

recess concerns the use of the “pocket veto.”  The Constitution provides that a bill passed by 

Congress, but not signed by the President, becomes law “within 10 days (Sundays excepted) 

after it shall have been presented to him”, unless “the Congress by their Adjournment prevents 

its Return, in which Case it shall not be a Law.”   If the President is able to decide for himself 

when Congress is in recess, he can take the position that lots of legislation that he dislikes, and 

yet does not wish to veto for the fear of incurring a political price, is subject to pocket veto.   

One of the worst aspects of the Administration’s position is its total failure to consider these 

constitutional concerns, much less address them properly.  Indeed, the January 6, 2012, Office 

of Legal Counsel (“OLC”) opinion, which the Administration recently released, does not even 

attempt to address the broader implications for the separation of powers of its claim that the 

President can determine for himself when the Senate is in recess, disregarding the views of 
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Congress.  Instead, the OLC opinion proceeds from the flawed premise that the Senate’s 

practice of using pro forma sessions is invalid because it impedes the President’s power to 

make recess appointments.  This is a strange claim.  The Constitution allows the President to 

make recess appointments only when the Senate is in recess; it does not guarantee him the 

right to make one or more of such appointments.  To the extent that the Senate remains in 

session continuously and never recesses, whether intra- or inter- session, the President’s 

recess appointment power would never come into play.  In this way, OLC takes what was meant 

and written as a gap-filler or safety valve – what to do when the Senate is out of town and 

unable to consider confirming a nominee to a vital position –  and converts it into an affirmative 

grant of power that guarantees the President the right to make some number of appointments 

without the Senate’s approval.   


